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INCLUSIONS   

• Accommodation - All days stay at hotels, camps or guest houses on Single/double or triple 
sharing basis, as selected 

• Meals - Breakfast and Dinner is included on all days except breakfast on Day 1 and dinner 
on day 9 of the trip 

• Transportation - All transportation as per itinerary is included in vehicle as per selection - 
Tempo Traveller, Toyota Innova or Mahindra Xylo/Scorpio. 

• Driver/Guide is included  

• Miscellaneous 

• First Aid Kit 
• Oxygen Cylinder 
• Inner line permit/Manali Green Tribunal Permit 
• Bonfire wherever applicable depends on weather conditions 

EXCLUSIONS 
• Personal Expenses such as telephone charges, laundry, tips, table drinks etc 

• Insurance of any kind - Medical, Accidental or theft 

• Transportation charges (airfare or rail fare) that are not mentioned in ‘Inclusions’ 

• Lunch or any other meal not listed in ‘Inclusions’ 

• Parking and Entry fees for sightseeing's 

• Any additional cost incurred due to extension or modifications to the trip owing to 
circumstances beyond control such as - natural calamities, road blocks, union issues, 
(including but not limited to accommodation charges or meal charges for extended stay) 

• Other charges not mentioned in the ‘Inclusions’ section 
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ITINERARY 
Day 1: Arrival in Chandigarh 

Upon reaching Chandigarh, check in at the hotel. 

Overnight stay in Chandigarh. 

Day 2: Chandigarh - Narkanda 

After a delightful breakfast, get ready to start your much-awaited adventurous trip to Spiti. 

On your way, you will cross the beautiful hill towns of Chail and Kufri. The virgin forests and 

serene nature of Chail, and the refreshing beauty of Kufri will undeniably make for the perfect 

start of your trip. You will also cross the Hatu peak, enveloped by a dense forest of conifers, 

oaks and maples. 

Overnight stay in Narkanda. 

Day 3: Narkanda - Chitkul/Sangla 

Enjoy a delicious breakfast amidst nature and gear up to witness a spectacular view at Chitkul 

in the Kinnaur Valley. The valley is famous for its orchards, meadows covered with dense 

woods and mesmerizing routes through the valleys. Chitkul is the last inhabited village before 

the Indo-China border, making it all the more special. 

Overnight stay in Chitkul. 

Day 4: Chitkul - Kalpa  

After a sumptuous breakfast, leave for Kalpa, a small picturesque village in the Sutlej river 

valley. Reach Kalpa by afternoon and spend the rest of the day relaxing. 

Overnight stay at a camp or homestay in Kalpa. 

Day 5: Kalpa - Kaza 

After an early breakfast, leave for Kaza. On your way, you will see the enchanting confluence 

of Spiti and the Satluj river. After lunch at Nako Lake, proceed towards Spiti Valley. Visit the 

500+ year old mummy in the Gue village. It is believed to be the mummy of a Buddhist monk 

named Sangha Tenzin. 

Overnight stay in Kaza. 
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Day 6: Sightseeing in Kaza 

Post breakfast, explore the spectacular beauty of Kaza. Visit the Key Gompa Monastery, 

located between the mountains in a bowl shape, in a small village called Langza of Spiti. The 

village is at a height of 14,500 above sea level. Also visit Hikkim, one of the highest locations 

in India that is inhabited throughout the year. 

Overnight stay in a hotel in Kaza. 

Day 7: Kaza - Kumzum La - ChandraTal 

Get ready to immerse in the beauty of the crescent shaped ChandraTal. The lake, also referred 

to as the ‘Moon Lake’ is overlooked by mountains on one side and cirque which is a bowl-

shaped, amphitheater-like depressions that glaciers carve into mountains and valley sidewalls 

at high elevations, on the other side. The car will be parked a few kilometers before the lake, 

after which you can enjoy the walk. Enjoy sunset at the lake. 

Spend the night in camps under the starry sky. 

Day 8: ChandraTal - Manali 

Post breakfast, start back to Manali. On the way, you will cross Rohtang Pass. Reach Manali 

by evening. Check in to your hotel and spend a relaxed night. 

Day 9: Manali - Chandigarh 

After breakfast, set off on the drive to Chandigarh. Arrive Chandigarh by evening.  
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